We introduce a flexible smart skin sensor that can conform to the surface of a mannequin, prosthetic, or medical device. It senses contact and localizes contact position continuously over its entire surface. This can allow, for example, medical mannequin simulators to assess accurate placement of fingers or tools during procedures such as localizing anatomical landmarks or correctly localizing breast tumors during exams.
Background
We introduce a flexible smart skin sensor that can conform to the surface of a mannequin, prosthetic, or medical device. It senses contact and localizes contact position continuously over its entire surface. This can allow, for example, medical mannequin simulators to assess accurate placement of fingers or tools during procedures such as localizing anatomical landmarks or correctly localizing breast tumors during exams.
Prior art has also considered smart skins: flexible materials embedded with force or position sensors, which can be molded to different geometries. Several attempts at smart skins have utilized arrays of rigid sensors embedded in flexible media. Typical approaches use piezoresistive sensors [1] or capacitive force sensors [2] . Rogers et al. implement novel microfabrication techniques in silicones (e.g., Ref. [3] ) for stretchable circuits. These approaches have one or more drawbacks. Most are cost prohibitive for medical training applications. All use arrays of discrete sensing elements, limiting data collection to finite locations separated by dead zones. The sensing elements are rigid, creating artifacts in the material properties of the simulated tissue. Even as sensors get smaller, sensing is limited to discrete positions in the 2D plane. We exploit a novel carbon nanotube (CNT)-doped polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) elastomer sheet to overcome such drawbacks and implement a 2D potentiometer similar to the work initially proposed by Walz et al. as a low-cost surgical tissue simulation tool [4] . We document accurate mapping between sensor voltages and position via a polynomial surface fit.
Methods
Our proposed smart skin sensor body consists exclusively of stretchable and flexible materials. The sensor was 15 Â 15 cm 2 and consists of three layers: an Ag-Nylon conductive cloth (Medtex, Statex Productions, Bremen, Germany); a dividing nonconductive perforated layer (powermesh fabric, 99% polyester, and 1% spandex); and a 100 lm layer consisting of CNT-PDMS bonded onto a 1.5 mm PDMS substrate (7-SIGMA Inc., Minneapolis, MN) (Fig. 1) .
The electrodes were machined from brass and clamped onto the bottom PDMS silicone substrate (Fig. 2) . The electrodes were 19.0 mm in diameter with a 1.30 mm machined quarter circle indent. A single wire is then soldered onto each node and attached to a custom circuit.
The circuit (Fig. 3(a) ) consisted of a quad multiplexer (MAX-394) coupled to a microcontroller (ATmega328) programmed to rapidly change each opposing pair of nodes to either 5 V or ground in a specific sequence: down-top nodes high, bottom low; left: left nodes high, right low, etc. Contact was manually applied (approximately 15 N over a 5 mm diameter area) at points in a 1 cm grid (Fig. 3(b) ) by puncturing grid crossings on graph paper overlaid and anchored on the sensor (Fig. 3(c) ). Each grid point was held at approximately constant contact force for approximately 1 s. Since the CNT near the edges of the pad were not as uniform, data from the edges were not collected to avoid boundary artifacts. We replicated the simulation approach of [4] for the spatial voltage distribution on a permutation of voltage input. MATLAB's CFtool was used to fit a polynomial surface to the data (Mathworks Inc.).
Results
A contour plot of raw voltages over position (with interpolated surfaces) indicates close agreement with simulation (see Ref. [4] ) with a few measurement artifacts (Fig. 4) . Data from both conjugate configurations (e.g., down and up) were aligned and averaged. A polynomial surface of minimal order was fit to this average consisting of order 3 to match the odd function behavior and order 2 to match the even function behavior R 2 ¼ 0.9956 (Fig. 5) . The root mean squared error (RMSE) between actual x-y position and the mapping to the fit polynomial surface was 0.47 mm.
Interpretation
We demonstrate the feasibility of a flexible smart skin that tracks two-dimensional position contact with minimal electronics and a RMSE value of 0.47 mm in resolving 2D position of contact. The sensor body remains stretchable and the sensing surface is continuous.
There are several limitations in this work. Though the skin was stretched multiple times before recording data, the effects of stretch are not evaluated. Our manual testing likely introduced error. The anomalous readings in Fig. 4 were likely due to incomplete penetration of the graph paper. A refined, automated test protocol is required to address these issues. Our approach only senses single contact points. Also, PDMC-CNT material is opaque black; this limits its applications in medical simulators to subcutaneous implementations. Despite these limitations, this work demonstrates that such a simple, stretchable skin sensor is feasible. The favorable results in accuracy motivate further Transactions of the ASME investigation. Future work will employ more rigorous testing, evaluate the effects of stretch and contact forces. 
